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CATALAN PUBLIC UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
(SiCUP)

Teaching, research, and transfer of knowledge are the three traditional functions of universities. To these, a fourth function of
social responsibility can be added. This is understood as a search
for the maximum wellbeing of actors associated with universities1.

Catalan public universities have far reaching effects through their
various functions (economic, social, cultural, and environmental),
which foster growth in their local regions. At first universities have
an immediate effect on a region’s growth, in that they contribute to GDP by generating expenditure. Universities and their students, and even delegates at conferences organised by them use
goods and services from their regions (office materials, laboratory
materials, transport services, restaurant and hotel services, etc.) This demand brings additional income,
employment and GDP.
Apart from this immediate demand, universities also contribute to the long-term economic development
of their local region, in that they affect the endowment of factors of production. So, using a production
function of an exonomy2, the triple function mentioned above of teaching, research and knowledge
transfer undertaken by universities augments the technological capital (technological progress) and the
endowment of human capital in the region, thus fostering growth.

1

Simplified, these actors are, on one hand, students receiving tuition, and on the other hand, the future society, which will benefit from the development of research and /or knowledge transfer.

2

This concept shows how the output of a company depends on the endowment of its production factors, among which we can find human capital and
technological capital, in addition to physical capital and labour factors.
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1.1. IMPACTS OF THE CATALAN PUBLIC INIVERSITY SYSTEM (SICUP): IMPACT
GENERATING AGENTS
To analyse the effects of SICUP, we have to point out that the initial boost to the economy is not only confined
to SICUP, but includes students, friends and family who visit, foreign academic staff, and those attending events
organised by the university (conferences, day seminars, workshops etc.). Apart from the traditional agents (students), this report identifies and calculates, to a larger or smaller extent, the effect of other agents linked to
Catalan universities. Activities carried out by entities directly linked to SICUP universities, but operating with
an independent tax identification number, are looked at (for example, science and technology parks driven by
SICUP or other institutions/businesses with links to SICUP such as foundations or consortium). Businesses in
UOC
science and technology parks originating from SICUP, SICUP start-ups and spin-offs3, administrative concessions, businesses that take students on placement, and/or voluntary students/staff are also considered part of
the impact.
Figure 1. Impact generating agents related to SICUP
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Atendees at meetings organised by SICUP

Source: AQR-Lab.

3

The impact or activity is considered attributable to the existence of the university or Parks, whether the part analysed is in the Park because of its
location or part of the start-ups or spin-offs stemming from SICUP.
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1.2. NATURE OF THE EFFECTS ATTRIBUTED TO THE CATALAN PUBLIC UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
(SICUP)
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“The study calculates the monetary effects stemming from demand for the year 2015”
4
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magnitude of the real effect will most certainly be larger”
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“The study calculates the monetary effects stemming from demand for the year 2015”
“Incalculable and other long-term effects stemming from supply are not included. Therefore, the
magnitude of the real effect will most certainly be larger”

1.3. METODOLOGY USED TO ESTIMATE THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SICUP
The following steps were taken to measure the impact of SICUP on the demand side, i.e. the impact
resulting from every day SICUP activities and other impact generating agents. This is without taking into
consideration the long-term effects (via supply) derived from the increase in endowment of human and
technological capital delivered by SICUP:
Figure 3. General methodology used for estimating the economic impact of SICUP

Stage 1. Identify the impact generating agents.

Stage 2. Determine the direct economic effect. This stage requires basic information for each agent. For example, budget
settlements, profit and loss accounts, activity reports, audit reports etc.
Stage 3. Identify the demand for goods and services from agents in order to carry out their activity. Once known, expenditure can be categorised by sectors of economic activity.
Stage 4. Use the information in the previous stage and input-output methodology (MIOC-11), to calculate the cross-sector effects making up the indirect impact.
Stage 5. Determine the induced effect, or, the effect from increased production from employment income directly and
indirectly generated from SICUP, intended for consuming goods and services.

Stage 6. Calculate the total effect as a sum of the direct, indirect and induced effects.

Stage 7. Estimate the impact on tax collection, applying, the effective types corresponding to corporation tax, VAT and
personal income tax, gross operating surplus, the gross added value and employee remuneration, respectively.

Source: AQR-Lab.
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“Focusing on input-output methodology, the agents mentioned above generate three types of economic
impact: direct, indirect, and induced effects, which end up affecting the various sectors of the Catalan
economy on the whole”
The direct effects stem from the everyday activities of the five economic agents identified. All of these
- SICUP and other entities with ties with SICUP, the business attributable to SICUP, students who travel
from their hometown to study at SICUP centres, and those visiting SICUP regions in connection with
SICUP – carry out ‘kick-start’ activities that directly affect the Catalan economy.
The indirect effects, come from the aggregated demand introduced by economic agents when spending
on the goods and services needed to carry out their activities. For example, leasing of property, acquisition of expendable office material, expendable laboratory material, etc. All this expenditure brings about
increased output from the productive sectors, which act as suppliers, in turn creating employment and
increasing the Gross Value Added (GVA) generated. As a consequence, the indirect effect is not exhausted by the initial impact, in that the suppliers have also consumed other goods and services in order to
carry out their production activity. In this way, the initial increase in demand from economic agents in
the supply sector has a multiplier effect on the other sectors of the Catalan economy.
Finally, the induced effects capture the economic impact of goods and services purchased with income
from jobs created directly and indirectly by the universities. The methodology used to calculate the indirect and induced effects was the Input-Output Framework for Catalonia (MIOC-2011).
Figure 4. Categories of effects taken into account in order to determine the total economic impact
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Output
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Source: AQR-Lab.
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“The total economic effect is obtained by adding together the direct, indirect and induced effects”
Report on the socio‐ecomomic impacts of Catalan public universities and RD&I in Catalonia

1.4. APPROACH TO ECONOMIC EFFECTS PRESENTING METHODOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES
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Figure 5. Origin of effects (via supply) more difficult to calculate in monetary terms
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Figure 6. Estimated effect on GVA
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Figure
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1.5. TOTAL ECONOMIC EFFECT OF SICUP
Taking the demand perspective proposed in the study, and breaking down the total impact of the three
effects (direct, indirect and induced), for 2015, an output of €2.468m and a contribution to the Catalan
GDP of €1.804m was derived from SICUP. It contributed to €1.163m in direct wage income and the creation/maintenance of 27,804 full-time jobs.
Likewise, the indirect and induced effects stemming from the activity of the eight Catalan universities
analysed, entities and businesses with links to SICUP, and the expenditure from students and visitors,
represent an output of €2,077m, a contribution to the Catalan GNP of €1,151m (of which €502m was wage
income) and 16,972 additional full-time jobs.
“SICUP contributed €2,955m to GDP, (€1,804m directly, and €1,151m indirectly and induced),
accounting for l.4% of the GDP in Catalonia.”
“Total output in Catalonia resulting from the existence of SICUP was €4,545m,
implying a daily output of €12.4m”
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Figure 7. Economic effects
from SICUP
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Source: AQR-Lab.

To put these figures into proportion, Figure 8 shows a daily output of €12,4m resulting from SICUP activities.
Figure 7
Figure 8. Daily output in Catalonia originating from SICUP

€12.4 M
Daily
SiCUP
Source: AQR-Lab.

1
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Source: AQR-Lab.
Figure 9. Total impact attributable to SICUP broken down by type of effect

Figure 8. Total impact attributable to SICUP broken down by type of effect
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““Each job directly created by SICUP has a total output of €163,480, a GDP of €106,266, a wage

“Each job directly created by SICUP has a total output of €163,480, a GDP of €106,266, a wage income
income of €59,894, and a tax revenue of €40,250”
of €59,894, and a tax revenue of €40,250”
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Figure 11. Multiplier effect on wage income
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“For every €100 of wage income generated directly, another €43 are generated from wage
income resulting from indirect and induced effects”
Figure 12. Multiplier effect on wage income
Figure 11. Multiplier effect on wage income
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“For every 100 people employed directly, another 61 additional workers stem from indirect and induced
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Figure 13. Multiplier effect on employment
Figure 12. Multiplier effect on employment
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1.7. TOTAL IMPACT OF SICUP DISAGGREGATED BY TYPES OF AGENTS
The economic impacts of SICUP are presented below, disaggregated by types of agents (universities,
entities linked to SICUP, businesses with ties to SICUP, students and visitors), as outlined in section 1.1.

Table 1. Distribution of total impact (direct + indirect + induced) by type of agent
Economic agents

Output

Contribution to GDP

Wage Income

Jobs

€2,752m

€1,975m

€1,139m

28,321

ENTITIES linked to SICUP

€430m

€224m

€132m

3,330

BUSINESSES with ties to SICUP

€587m

€324m

€170m

5,220

STUDENTS

€625m

€348m

€184m

6,477

VISITORS

€151m

€83m

€40m

1,429

€4,545m

€2,955m

€1,665m

44,776

SICUP (Universities)

TOTAL
Source: AQR-Lab.

Graph 1. Distribution of total impact on output by type of agent
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Graph 2. Distribution of total contribution to GDP by type of agent
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Graph 3. Distribution of total impact on employment by type of agent
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1.8. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL IMPACT OF SICUP
Two types of regional analyses were carried out: the first analyses the geographic distribution of the
impact in function of the location of the universities, and the second calculates the impact in each region
affected. Results of the analysis show a certain regional redistribution, as the impact on the region of
Barcelona is smaller than the impact the region makes to the whole5.
“Public universities in Barcelona province generated a total output of €3,712m in 2015 (counting
direct, indirect and induced impacts), €2,410m in GDP, €1,349m in wage income and 35,902 jobs. This
accounts for approximately 81.5% of the total effect.
The public universities in Girona, Lleida and Tarragona generated an output of €883m, €545m in GDP,
€316m in wage income and 8,874 jobs (accounting for 18.5% of the total impact).
Figure 14. Distribution of impact according to the geographic area of the universities generating the effect

REST OF CATALONIA

OUTPUT: €883m
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP: €545m
WAGE INCOME: €316m
JOBS: 8,874 FTE

PROVINCE OF CATALONIA

OUTPUT: €3,712m
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP: €2,410m
WAGE INCOME: €1,349m

JOBS: 35,902 FTE

Source: AQR-Lab. Note: FTE (full-time equivalent)

5

In order to obtain this regional distribution, the following steps were taken: for direct impact, this was restricted to the region where each university is
located; for the regional distribution of the indirect and induced impacts, the distribution was done on the basis of the relative weight each economic
sector in the Barcelona region has over the total in Catalonia, in terms of number of employees registered with the social security system.
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“The province of Barcelona has an impact of €3,563m (78.4%) in terms of total output, €2,356m (79.7%)
in GDP, €1,328m (78.5%) of wage income. The rest of Catalonia has an impact of €982m (21.6%).
Regarding the volume of output, GDP is €599m (20.3%) and wage income €337m (21.5%)”
Figure 15. Regional distribution of total impact attributable to SICUP

REST OF CATALONIA

OUTPUT: €982m
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP: €599m
WAGE INCOME: €337m
JOBS: 9.622 FTE

PROVINCE OF CATALONIA

OUTPUT: €3,563m
CONTRIBUTION TO GDP: €2,356m
WAGE INCOME: €1,328m

JOBS: 35,154 FTE

Source: AQR-Lab. Note: FTE (full-time equivalent)

“In the Barcelona region, 78.5% (35,154 FTE jobs) of employees are employed directly, indirectly or
induced by SICUP, compared to 21.5% (9,622 FTE jobs) in the rest of Catalonia”
“Regional distribution of economic activity throughout Catalonia benefiting other areas outside those
where the universities in the study are located”
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1.9. DISTRIBUCTION OF TOTAL IMPACT OF SICUP BY SECTORS OF ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY
The direct economic impact affects various sectors in the Catalan economy, beyond those directly related to university activity, namely the Higher Education and Research and Development sectors.
“The total impact cannot be ascribed to a small number within the sector, but to intersectional multiplier
effects that spread to other sectors which are not directly related to education and research. So, for
example, 6.2% of the total impact on output corresponds to the real estate sector, 5.1% to retail trade,
4.3% to accommodation services etc.”
Graph 4. Main economic sectors benefiting from the distribution of the total economic impact: output (€m)
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Source: AQR-Lab.

Other professional and technical…
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Production and distriution of…

100.5 (2.2%)

Graph 5 and Figure 16 are clear examples of how the impact of university activity is distributed by sectors. For example, 55.4% of jobs created do not correspond to either Higher Education or Research and
Development sectors.
“Regarding the contribution to the labour market, SICUP and agents linked to it contributed to the
creation/maintenance of 44,776 FTE jobs: 27,804 FTE direct jobs, and 16,972 FTE indirect or induced
jobs. 55.4% of the total number of jobs created do not correspond to Higher Education or R+D”
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Graph 5. Main sectors benefiting from the distribution of the total economic impact: jobs (FTE)
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Source: AQR-Lab.
Impactes econòmics generats pel SiCUP i pel Sistema Públic d’R+D+i sobre l’economia catalana

Figure 16. Comparison by sectors of total economic impact: jobs (FTE)
Figure 15.

44,776 total jobs

18,827 in the higher education sector
and
1,184 in the RD&I sector

44.6% of total jobs generated

3,846 retail sector
2,029 accommodation sector
1,996 food and beverage sector
1,289 other types of transport
1,164 other professional activities
1,143 home services sector
1,047 wholesale sector
1,039 medical services sector
...

55.4% of total jobs generated

Source: AQR-Lab.
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1.10. TAX REVENUE GENERATED FROM SICUP AND SOCIAL RETURN ON PUBLIC
INVESTMENT
1.10. TAX REVENUE GENERATED FROM SICUP AND SOCIAL RETURN ON PUBLIC INVESTMENT

The fiscal effect generated from SICUP in 2015 amounted to 1,119 €M of tax revenue from state and
regional taxes
(€620m
VAT, €254m
in income
taxamounted
and €245m
in corporation
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the tax revenue generated from SICUP was higher than the public contribution by the Regional

Government of Catalonia (€735m)”

“In 2015 the tax revenue generated from SICUP was higher than the public contribution by the
Regional Government of Catalonia (€735m)”

“Government spending on Catalan public universities can be considered a profitable economic
investment.
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“Return on government expenditure on public universities (more than €735 million per year) is analysed.
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Figure 17. Social return on public funding to finance SICUP

Figure 16. Social return on public funding to finance SICUP
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